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Individual Worldcup
Junior épée men / Junior épée women
« Memorial Jean Link et Ally Doerfel »

Luxembourg Ville 3.12.2021 - 5.12.2021 

We kindly invite you to the junior world cup tournaments (men/women) (replacing the world cup 
tournament in Laupheim) to be held at the Centre National d’Escrime, complexe sportif du lycée 
de garçon Luxembourg.

ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE:

Association momentanée formed by FIE - DFB - FLE

The tournament is open to all fencers with a valid FIE licence 2021-2022. 
Participation is governed by o.61 of the rules.

Delegations must bring referees as described in o.25

The events are hold following the FIE rules. The organization committe will follow up with infor-
mation as soon as they will become available in the still exceptional situation. All information will 
be posted on the official site 

https://together.escrime-fle.lu .

COVID Protocol 

Following the rules of the Luxembourg government and applying the FORMIR guidelines of the 
FIE the following protocol will be enforced:

You are a responsible person. Before your departure it is advised to enforce physical distance and 
protective measures even more than usual. Even if you do not need rapid antigen testing (RAT) it 
may be helpful to test yourself and possibly will avoid an isolation abroad.

1) Entering Luxembourg : The regulations of the Grand-Duchy apply :  https://covid19.public.lu/
en/voyageurs/visiter-luxembourg.html

2) Registration to the competition:

Every participant must undergo a RAT. This operation is subsidized by the FIE. The tests are free 
to athletes and referees. Supplementary people must pay for the tests. 
People who suffice the Luxembourg “Covid-check” regime (Vaccinated, healed or tested) will not 
need to repeat the test. Everybody else will need to repeat the test after 48h. 
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Identification of tested people is done via a bracelet. Losing the bracelet will require retesting for 
a fee (15€).
Being present in the competition without bracelet is associated with not having been controlled. It 
is an infringement to covid regulations in Luxembourg and may be pursued by law enforcement. 
Authorities will be able to control at any moment. 
Also note that the validity of the RATs done at the competition are only valid for the event. 

3) Departure tests:
If you need a departure test you will need to make a reservation with the OC. The tests costs 65€ 
and will be at your charge.
Tests will be done on Friday 03.12.2021 between 12:00 and 14:00 and Saturday 04.12.2021 between 
08:00 et 10:00. Results will be available before 08:00 the next day.
To guarantee that we will be able to handle the required testing volume you need to obligatory 
communicate the number of the required tests by November 22nd 2021 latest.
We will than confirm you this number and send you a form where you will need to put in the 
names of the people to be tested. You will need to send us this form by December 1st 2021 latest.
No test can be guaranteed that had not been registered within the deadlines.

4) Positive testing
The OC is required to transmit the full dataset of every person tested positive to the authorities. 
Legislation requires that persons tested positive be isolated immediately. The isolation will last 
until the authorities lift it or a negative PCR-test is available. 

5) Controlling positive RAT via PCR

If a RAT returns positive the tested person must immediately go to his room. If there is enough 
time a PCR test will be done to control the result of the RAT. 
No control test can be done on Friday after 14:00 and on Saturday after 10:00.
Hence if a person tests positive at a RAT after these deadlines the result is final and the person 
must stay in the room until further notice. 

Departure tests and control tests are conducted by the Laboratory KetterThill, agreed by the 
ministère de la santé. 

6) For logistical reasons we cannot guarantee the care of people who make reservations on their 
own. Therefore, in order to get the adequate service you MUST reserve in the official hotel using 
the official form.

7) In the unlikely event you will get ill in Luxembourg a performant medical system with afford-
able healthcare is available. Citizen of the EU get free treatment according to the european treaties. 
Please make sure you bring the European health insurance card. Third countries sometimes have 
agreements or subscribe to an ad hoc insurance that covers covid. These insurances rarely cost 
more than a few euro. 
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Precise locations for registration and testing will be communicated later.

Mask wearing is regulated by the FORMIR.

Hotels

We negotiated prices with the  « Novotel Kirchberg Luxembourg »
Room + shuttle to the competition : 
 
- 100€ per room and night including breakfast as a single
- 110€ per room and night including breakfast as a double
- 140€ per room and night including breakfast as a triple

We highly recommend single rooms as in case of positive testing it would avoid multiple isolation.

Registration with the hotel must be sent via the linked Excel file at h1930-re@accor.com before the 
5.11.2021
Terms and conditions are laid out in the excel file.

If the event must be cancelled because of governemental decision and/or if international travel to 
Luxembourg is restriced and or if public organizations will be forbidden this will be considered as 
force majeure and no cancellation fee will be applied. 

Likewise if a country forbids travelling to Luxembourg this can be considered force majeure pro-
vided that the participant proves the travel restriction via an official document to be sent to the OC 
who will transmit it to the hotel.

 
Approximate schedule:

Friday 3.12.2021 Registration, tests, weaponcontrol
Saturday 4.12.2021 worldcup EH
08h30 pools, tableau, final
Sunday 5.12.2021 worldcup ED
08h30 pools, tableau, final

A fee of 25€ must be paid at registration
 
Directoire technique :

Dieter Lammer (GER)
Marjorie Ginouvier-Dufrène (FRA)
Veronika Goncharova (LUX)
Natalia Bodrova (FIE)

https://together.escrime-fle.lu/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/FED-LUX-DESCRIME-03.12.2021-NLK.xlsx

